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By 
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But First… 

Panel will be available online as well as a list of all my resources 

On my blog 

Will upload .pdf of PowerPoint that will be available post-con 

Contact info./handouts  

My resources, appropriate links, etc. are listed 

Don‟t have to take Notes! 

Take a business card/handout before you leave 

Especially if you have ANY feedback 

Even if you leave mid-way, feel free to get one before you go 

If you have any questions left, feel free to ask me after the panel 
or e-mail me 



Disclaimers Con‟t 

Don‟t be “That Guy” 
Have something to say?  Say it!  Totally open to 
comments/questions throughout the panel 

I just ask that you respect me as the panelist & keep things said 
short & concise (b/c this is a very info. heavy panel & I‟ll need 
every minute I have ^.^;) 

Don‟t be “That Guy”, Parte Dos 
Please understand I‟m tots open to feedback/suggestions, if you 
wish to avoid a face-to-face, you have my e-mail, Tumblr, blog, & a 
lot of other methods to tell me something 

Just make sure you mention what you liked/didn‟t like & (if 
applicable) ways to improve 

You win no points for claiming “I know more than the panelist/the 
panelist didn‟t know what she was talking about” 

Really? „Cause you didn‟t say anything during the entire panel/left 
early -_- 



Pre-Panel Info. 

Although I won‟t be going into detail about everything (only 
have so much time & too much info), I‟ll be going over the 
entire series (more or less), so expect massive spoilers if you 
don‟t know jack squat  

If you‟ve been keeping up with at least the games, anime, &/or 
manga, not as bad but still plenty to cover 

Since so much didn‟t make it to US X/ 

Expect to be info bombed nuked >.> 
No joke. 

Since most characters appear in multiple works, once listed, I 
won‟t keep listing them for every work they appear in 

i.e., pictures 



Con‟t 

Going along with the series‟ setting, Project .hack is responsible 
for the first generation.  Launched in 2002, involved Koichi 
Mashimo (Chief Director of Tsubasa Chronicle, etc.), Kazunori 
Ito (Screen play for Dirty Pair, etc.), & Yoshiyuki Sadamoto 
(Character design [manga] Neon Genesis Evangelion).   

The second half of the series was handled by .hack 
Conglomerate, which was comprised of Victor Entertainment, 
Nippon Cultural Broadcasting, Bandai, TV Tokyo, and 
Kadokawa Shoten.  They basically handle the „2nd season‟ of 
.hack. 



.hack Specific Things 

Almost all things in the .hack series are canon, with the 
exception of comedy/parody type series, like the 4koma 
series  

Pretty much every name has a meaning 
Bound to happen due to the nature of the setting 

Also applies to area word combinations, like ∆Hidden Forbidden 
Holy Ground (Hulle Granz Cathedral…a hidden forbidden holy 
ground…>.>) 

 



Con‟t 

The World exists solely for creating & awakening the 
Ultimate A.I., Aura 

The World, which needs players so that the Morganna system can 
use their personality data to help „birth‟ Aura 

Especially since Harald was the man behind the game which he based 
heavily off The Epitaph of Twilight by his sweetheart, Emma Weilant 

Take “everyone‟s connected” (something you‟d here in 
Lain) literally, b/c there isn‟t a single character mentioned 
in one work that doesn‟t pop up/is a „raison d‟etre‟ for 
another character 

But again, due to time constraints, not going to go over all the 
ridiculously intricate relationship connections 



Unfortunate Truths for the Series 

To understand WTF is happening in any given .hack, you have 
to do the entire series in order less you spoil/miss something 
crucial ~.~ 

Including audio drams, novels, info books, etc. 

No info book is available in the US, as far as being licensed & in 
English is concerned 

Which has all the important tidbits 

Which makes it impossible to find out the details of The World, 
characters, real life counterparts, etc. w/o the use of a wiki 

You HAVE to do all the mangas, novels, audio dramas, even if 
you played the game/watched the anime 

Especially for Legend of the Twilight 

This series seemingly hates mothers 

You‟ll undsterand soon >.> 



Con‟t 

Not necessarily spoiling anything to the max, but due to the 
nature of the series, if you didn‟t do everything arguably just 
knowing about it is spoiler in & of itself 

As far as I‟m concerned, US probably won‟t get .hack//Link, 
the other 2 movies, and .hack//Versus in the US 

Link: Has freakin‟ crazed, rampaging Aura/she comes back 



Pre-List Disclai—Info. 

Did this list in chronological order as best I could 

However, some things in series happen parallel to something else 



Series List-Overview 

.hack//Epitaph of Twilight 

Opens the series 

.hack//AI Buster 

*.hack//AI Buster 2 

.hack//Sign 

.hack//ZERO 

First 4 games 

.hack/Liminality 

IRL version of what‟s happening in the games (more or less) 

.hack//XXXX („X-fourth‟) 

.hack//Another Birth 

.hack//UNISON 



Con‟t 

.hack//Gift 

.hack//Legend of the Twilight 

*First Login 

.hack//Roots 

.hack//Cell  

.hack//Alcor 

.hack//G.U. 

.hack//G.U.+ 

.hack//GnU 

.hack//GU Returner 

*.hack//End of The World 

Technically happens when you play the 1st GU game, but some info 
can‟t be revealed till much later (once you beat the game) 



Con‟t 

.hack//GU Trilogy 

.hack//Quantum 

.hack//Link 

.hack//LINK: Twilight Knights 

.hack//Bullet 

.hack//ChupChopCase 

.hack//Beyond The World: SORA 

*Thanatos Report 

.hack//The Other Side of The World (the movie) 

Ends the series 



Let Us Not Forget… 

Infobooks not available in US: 

.hack//Archives 01 - .hack//G.U. Trilogy  

.hack//Archives 02 - .hack//G.U. Black  

.hack//Archives 02 - .hack//G.U. White  

.hack//Archives 03 - .hack  

.hack//analysis  

.hack//Epitaph of the Old Testament  

.hack//Epitaph of the New Testament  

.hack//fragment Online x Offline Perfect Guide  

.hack//GU Character Fanbook  

.hack//G.U. Perfect Guidebook  

.hack//Link Complete Guide  

.hack//Quantum Complete Guide  

Encyclopedia .hack  



… 

…magazines 

.hackey 

.hack//The World 

.hack//G.U. The World 

.hack//G.U. Trilogy New World Guide 

Audio dramas, card games, web games, too much to cover 
for only a 1.5 hours ~.~ 

Never mind some a lot of terminology, details of characters, 
meanings/symbolism of names, events that happened prior to the 
timeline, different organizations, etc. >.>  



Also… 

Will focus on certain characters pivotal to the series before I go 
over certain arc of the .hack//verse 



That being Said… 

Let‟s talk about these characters… 

Harald Hoerwick 

His Blackbox 

Emma Weilant 

Epitaph of Twilight 

Aura  

Morganna (Mode Gone/Maude Gonne) 

Group “mama” 



Harald Hoerwick 
Genius German programmer 
Creator of Fragment, 
precursor to „The World‟, then 
„The World‟ itself 

Used Epitaph of the Twilight as 
the setting for The World 

Creator of Aura & Morganna 
Infatuated with Emma, who 
Aura is the theoretical child of 

Emma was already married by 
the time they met, so she was off 
limits & would never truly return 
his feelings 

Technically still exists, just 
only in the game/the internets 
 



Harald‟s blackbox 

Series of programming notes 

Originally stored in A.I. Harald, but were scattered through The 
World once the A.I. started to degrade due to Morganna‟s will 
increasing 

Also secretly put into The World R:2 



Emma Weilant 
Creator of The Epitaph of 
Twilight 

& the poem 

Also German 
Whom Harald was infatuated 
with 
Died in a car accident when on 
her way to meet Harald 
shortly after publishing her 
poem online 
Apart of “mama”, an 
organization of women 
dedicated to halting 
mankind‟s activity to protect 
mother Earth 

Of course the women are doing 
something suicidally stupid -_- 



Aura 
Supposed to be the Ultimate 
A.I. created by Herald whose 
existence‟s fruition would be 
aided by Morganna (the 
system), which would 
function more or less like a 
Mother & her womb 
Originally meant as a kind of 
hypothetical child between 
him & Emma, who died before 
he could really get to know 
her 
As the awakened Ultimate 
A.I., can be somewhat 
capricious, as shown by when 
she gives the Twilight Bracelet 
& chibified versions of Kite & 
BlackRose to some players in 
Legend of the Twilight 
Bracelet 



Aura Con‟t 

When she leaves mysteriously around the time of Legend of the 
Twilight, creates an imbalance in The World & the system at 
large 

Her statue @ ∆Hidden Forbidden Holy Ground also disappears for 
Roots & onwards 

Disappears into the Sea of Data (massive collection of 
unused/deleted/discarded data) 

Can also be called „Key of the Twilight‟ 

By the end of Link, has 3 forms 
The 3rd being the Queen of Demise 

Is captured by Schicksal (main antagonist for Link) & sealed 
within the Akashic Records.  She retaliates by erecting a barrier 
around the room & summoning the Twilight Knights 
(characters from all over the .hack timeline) to oppose them 

Basic premise of Link 



Motto Aura 

Comes back in Link??? 

&, apparently, is a lot like her Mother >.< 

Why is everyone‟s version of love crazy 

Granted, she‟s a little off her rockers by this point 

Becomes brainwashed & crazy by Geist (a creation of Jyotaro) to 
trigger Immortal Dusk (real-digitalization) & begins the process of 
„Twilight‟ 

Results in her summoning the Azure Knights 

& you fighting the goddess of the internets/technology!! 



Morganna (Mode 
Gone/Maude Gonne) 

Created to oversee the birth of the 
“Ultimate A.I.”, Aura 
Stalled Aura‟s development b/c it 
became self-aware & realized it 
would serve no purpose once Aura 
came to be 
More or less Aura‟s “Mother” 

Mommy Dearest, much? 

Manifests as the cursed wave 
In .hack//SIGN, is The World itself; 
damage to her = corruption of The 
World 

Appears thrice in the series in 
physical form: 

XXXX, she looks like a malnourished 
older version of Aura 

Personality is supposed to be based 
off that of a mother 

Which is why she‟s so ax crazy..? 
What happens when a man does his 
version of what a woman should be 
like <.< 



Morganna Con‟t 

As a program, never strayed too far away from her original 
purpose, but stalled it since her purpose‟s completion would 
result in her own destruction 

Succumbed to a paradox 

What do when purpose is fulfilled??? 

Only starts to really lose it & stray away from the path when 
Aura was about to be “born” 

Is pretty much in this paradoxical state of affairs for the entirety 
of the .hack series, namely the 1st season pre Legend of the 
Twilight  

Destroyed by the end of the first 4 games, remnants still remain 
in the system, which Kite, Orca, & Balmung still hunt down 

& are used to create the Epitaph User PCs for season 2 onward 



Other Important Things 

Harald created Fragment, precursor to the world 

Aura is the theoretical “child” between Emma & him 

It‟s because of his creating Aura & Morganna (Mode Gone) that 
creates all the „mysterious A.I.‟ drama in all of „The World‟ 

By the end of his endeavors, Harald‟s consciousness is stuck 
permanently in the network by Morganna as A.I.  

Also, Morganna is more or less the A.I. equivalent to Emma 



“Mama” 

1986, a French ecologist 
named Dominique de 
Mirabeau published a 
paper titled "On the 
Comprehensive Effect of 
Mankind on the 
Environment of the Earth.“ 
Predicted complete 
extinction of all life on 
Earth within the next 1000 
years if current emission 
trends continued 
Only solution = cease 
human activity 

Which can totally happen if 
an internets/technology 
dependent race suddenly lost 
its tech -_- 



Mama Con‟t 

Within ten years, these beliefs would be vindicated by the discovery 
of climate change in line with de Mirabeau's hypothesis 

@ the time the environment was not a great concern 

In 1989, Mirabeau's small following of supporters formed the 
organization mama, dedicated to defending their Mother Earth 

Primary objective was to find and use some means to halt the activity 
of mankind on the planet 

Since their foundation they have pursued this seemingly impossible 
goal 

Among their membership was Emma Wielant + founders of ALTIMIT 
Corporation 

ALTIMIT Corporation-Company behind ALTIMIT OS, the standard in all 
networks & devices in the .hack universe 

Members: Dominique de Mirabeau (Leader), Veronica Bain, Erna 
Uhlenhuth, Tabitha Knox, Sibyl Green, Kimberley Fraser, Emma 
Wielant, & Eleanor 

Introduced in „Thanatos Report‟ 



Series 



.hack//Epitaph of Twilight 

Never got it in America 
So, headless dragon of a 
series ~.~ 

Novel series 
Follows the adventures of 
Lara Hoerwick (Saya in the 
game), the daughter of 
Harald (the original game 
creator), who gets stuck in 
the game while playing 
Epitaph of Twilight & is in 
search of the Twilight 
Dragon 

„Epitaph of Twilight‟ was 
created by Emma Wielant, 
who Herald was infatuated 
with 



Characters-Names 

 *Please excuse the 
extreme laziness 
^.^; 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//AI Buster 

2 vol. light novel series 
Before anything else in the 
franchise chronologically 
Follows the travels of 
Albireo (Kazushi Watari) 

Ultimately, although post AI 
Buster‟s events, is blamed for 
Pluto Again/Twilight 
Incident/The Cursed Wave 
Incident/Morganna Incident 
& forced to resign from the 
company.  IRL leader of the 
CC Corp‟s debugging team, 
the Cobalt Knights with Saki 
Shibayama (Kamui from 
Legend of the Twilight 
Bracelet) as his assistant 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



*.hack//AI Buster 2 

Has stories that 
take place across 
the .hack timeline 

Which makes it hard 
to place 
chronologically 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



Important Characters to Know 

Cubia 

8 Phases 

Macha 



Cubia 

The anti-existence to 
the Twilight Bracelet 

Like the dark to the 
Twilight Bracelet‟s 
light 

Will always exist as 
a balance to the 
Twilight Bracelet 

Always! 
I didn’t catch this, so 
missed the 
foreshadowing…in GU 
~.~ 



8 Phases 
Originally more or less neutral 
(existed solely as part of the 
Epitaph [the poem]), were 
corrupted by Morganna to 
fulfill the purpose of stopping 
Aura from truly awakening 
“Each Phase has a symbol of 
an eye somewhere on them to 
represent being part of 
Morganna.” 
~dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Ph
ase  
“Each of the Avatar Phases 
theme songs are remixes of 
their battle music from the 
.hack//Games.” 
~dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Ph
ase  



Phases Con‟t 

Skeith:"The Terror of Death"  

Innis:"The Mirage of Deceit"  

Magus:"The Propagation"  

Fidchell:"The Prophet"  

Gorre:"The Machinator"  

Macha:"The Temptress"  

Tarvos:"The Avenger"  

Corbenik:"The Rebirth"  

http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Skeith
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Innis
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Magus
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Fidchell
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Gorre
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Macha
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Tarvos
http://dothack.wikia.com/wiki/Corbenik


Macha 
Always some type of purple cat 

& vagrant A.I. (AI that act outside of 
their programming scope) 

Basically, AI that acquired some level 
of self-awareness 

Fragment of Morganna 
Brought back as one of the 8 Phases 
(although originally unaware) in the 
first 4 .hack games 
As Mia, seeks out Aromatic Grass, 
which represents her memories & 
feelings of Tsukasa when she was 
Macha 
Can save Mia in the last bonus 
mission of Quarantine, but lost all 
her memoires 

Poor Elk…then Endrance ~.~ 

Ultimately is destroyed when Jun 
used her data to create the Epitaph 
user for Macha which included 
permanently deleting her data 



.hack//Sign 

Goes over the 
experiences of 
Tsukasa & co. 

Shows Aura‟s 
initial awakening 

Reveals the 
system‟s, 
Morganna‟s, 
corruption 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



*.hack/ZERO 

Never finished in its 
original form, but Carl‟s 
fate was revealed in other 
materials 
Goes over fate of Sora & 
friend Carl/Karl 

Due to the way she defended 
Aura, Carl was eventually 
attacked by Skeith along with 
Alph and placed into a coma. 
This caused her father, 
Junichiro Tokuoka, to begin 
investigating the cause of her 
condition. When he 
discovered that the cause 
was The World he decided to 
travel to Japan, and attempt 
to make things right. 

Junichiro is one of the main 
dudes in Liminality 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



First 4 Games 
Infection 
Mutation 
Outbreak 
Quarantine 

When Morganna really starts to lose it 
& ruthlessly hunt down Aura & data 
drains anyone who gets in her way  
Begins with Aura being captured & 
her data scattered through The World, 
ends with Aura, after finally 
awakening, intervening in the final 
fight against Morganna (who 
possessed the last of her 8 phases, 
Corbenik) & allowing herself & 
Morganna to be data drained so that 
she could truly awaken 
B/c of this, replaces Morganna as the 
system & essentially becomes 
„Goddess of the Internets” 

Reminds me of Lain but as software vs. 
hardware 



Classes 

Blademaster 

Heavy Axeman 

Heavy Blade 

Long Arm 

Twin Blade 

Wavemaster 

Classes seen in other season materials 

Archer  

Official name and status unknown 

Knuckle Master  

Tentative English name 

Werewolf 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//UNISON 

Basically, after 
story that states 
what various 
characters did post 
SIGN & the first 4 
games 

Is the 28th episode 
of .hack//SIGN 



.hack//XXXX („X-fourth‟) 

Available in 
America 

Manga version of 
the first 4 games 

Due to 
contradictions, isn‟t 
considered canon 



Just this… 

 

.hack//LINK 



.hack//Another Birth 

First 4 games from 
BlackRose‟s 
perspective 

Not showing all the 
characters 

A) couldn‟t find a lot 
of their pics; b) a lot 
of them are „regular‟ 
BG characters in 
various .hack things 



.hack//Liminality 

Came together with 
games 
Happens during first 
4 games 
The 4th OVA is 
exactly when Kite is 
fighting Morganna 
Nobody displayed in 
the OVA series has 
their player-
character shown in 
the games 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 

Carl‟s Father, Junichiro 
Tokuoka 



,hack//Gift 

Game/DVD extra 
for 4th game 

Comical, non-
canon episode 
showing the 
characters of SIGN 
& the games 
interacting 



.hack//Legend of the 
Twilight 

Ignore the anime, do 
the manga 

Anime doesn‟t count as 
part of canon 

Also has an audio 
drama 

Twincest, only in the 
anime 

Or at least heavy 
implications 

There‟s actually a 
pretty awesome 
plot…in the manga -_- 



Differences between anime & 
manga 

Rena and Shugo's parents are divorced in the anime but are still 
together in the manga. 

Rena does not fall into a coma in the manga. 

Silver Knight does not appear in the manga. 

Balmung and Kamui do not have a past relationship in the 
manga. 

Albireo is not noted by Kamui in the anime. 

Reki does not betray Balmung in the manga. 

Zefie is replaced by Morti in the anime. 

Komiyan III is only data drained once in the manga. 

Wiseman is replaced by Sanjuro in the anime. Although Sanjuro 
made a cameo in the manga. 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



In-between 



Between The World & R:2 info 

By 2017, Aura has vanished of her own accord 

Many errors started to form on the net, which had become 
dependent on her 

CC Corp tries to fix this by reforming the Morganna system 
under their control to recreate Aura 

They are unable to do so and are only able to restore the eight 
Phases she controlled, which are placed under the control of 
special players (with one stolen by a staff member) 

During a test the creator of the plan, Jyotaro Amagi, goes insane 
and sets fire to CC Corp ruining the servers and much of the 
data and losing the data of the phases in the system. The World's 
remaining data is combined with another project and released 
as The World: Revision 2 

TvTropes.org, DotHack 



Important People/Group 

Project GU 

Jun Bansyoya 

Jyotaro Amagi 

AIDA 

Online Jack 



Project G.U. 

Developed by CC 
Corp to understand 
the complexities & 
intricacies of the 
Ultimate A.I., Aura 
(getting her back), the 
8 Phases, AIDA, & 
pretty much any other 
god-tier like forces of 
The World & their 
effect on the players 
Pretty much derailed 
with Jyotaro‟s 
miserable failure 



Online Jack 

Features reporter 
Salvador Aihara & 
his investigations 
into the “Doll 
Syndrome” 

Apparently, he 
actually plays the 
game as the 
character Kazubolo 

Playable in Link 



Jun Bansyoya 
Reiko‟s (Pi) older brother 
One of the people working on 
Project GU  is eventually put 
in charge of it 
Was supposed to create 
another “Ultimate A.I.” 
Hopes to “fix” The World 

That Herald f‟ed up in the first 
place 

Worried that creating Epitaph 
PCs would create an anti-
existence similar to Cubia 
(spoiler alert: it did & it was 
~.~) & told Jyotaro…who 
laughed at his face & was 
basically like “lolz, that can‟t 
happen again.  What are the 
odds?” 



Jun Con‟t 

After Jyotaro‟s crazy fire incident, took responsibility for what 
happened & resigned from CC Corp 

Theorized Jyotaro failed so hard b/c he didn‟t love The World 
& was a part of the project for selfish motives &, like Morganna, 
suffered the brunt of the majority of the backlash created by his 
failure 

Like a curse put on him by a vengeful Herald 

While strolling through Mac Anu right before the The World 
R:2 was released, meets Zefie, the “daughter” of Aura, who 
basically states Aura “threw away” being a „god‟   

Which makes Jun come to the realization that she‟s still 
around…somewhere 

Basically gives Reiko her Pi character, which contains the 
Epitaph PC of Tarvos 

Vanishes by the start of Roots & his status is unknown, some 
say he‟s dead but idk 



Jyotaro Amagi 

Genius programmer, 
much like Herald 
19 at the time, brought in 
to help with Project GU 
by Jun & create & assign 
the 8 Phases to different 
player characters that 
were reverse engineered 
from the remnants of 
Sora & Mia and the 
precious 8 Phases 
Butted heads constantly 
with Jun, but were able 
to work together 



Jyotaro Con‟t 

During the process, became obsessed with completing the 
project &, in his mind, surpassing the original creator, Herald & 
ignored Jun‟s warnings that an anti-existence was being created 

After pushing through with the project & testing the 
compatibility of the people selected to use the Epitaph PCs, 
failed miserably 

Caused 80% of The World to be deleted, sent the candidates into 
comas, & he himself suffered permanent mental damage 

Due to this, also wound up setting fire to 2/3 of CC Corp‟s 
headquarters & servers 

& was the reason The World: R2 needed to happen 

Caused Project GU to lose almost all of its data & most of the 
Epitaph PCs 

Responsible for permanently deleting Mia 



Jyo Con‟t 

Was actually somewhat successful with Akashic Line, a game 
he made that was open in beta just long enough to real-digitize 
Tokio, but only briefly 

Basically, created The World R:X (Link) 

Apparently, after the death of his aunt, his plan was to digitize 
all of humanity, the key to his plan being Aura, according to 
.hack//Link 

Also is the Saika Amagi‟s (Link) older cousin & adoptive bro 



Acronym for Artificially 
Intelligent Data 
Anomaly 
Black spots 
Seems interested only in 
humans 

Drawn to human 
emotions 

“Natural” A.I.s formed 
from the errors in the 
interwebs caused by 
Aura disappearing 
In the GU novels, AIDA 
can infect monsters 



AIDA Con‟t 

Evolved like normal life, originally harmless until several 
thousand of them were produced a mutant appeared, Tri-Edge 
(Ovan Tri-E. not Azure Kite) 

Originally just the one that was aggressive & attacked ppl., since 
they‟re connected, vicious behaviour spread to the rest of them 

Started to learn of the outside world via online news 

Eventually, Ovan used Corbenik‟s rebirth skill to destroy them, 
but it only destroyed the aggressive portion of AIDA leaving 
the peaceful remainder to, essentially, be hippie-like AI ~.~ 

Most AIDA attacks are named after programming languages 
(COBOL, ALGOL, Pascal, Prolog, Lisp, etc.) 



Series, pt. 2 



First Login 

Available only in Japan 

Came with a pre-order of the 1st game 

Is a prelude CD drama to .hack//Roots 

Taken from wiki: 

“A new player starts into The World, Haseo, an Adept Rogue. 
Ovan calls Shino to meet him at Arche Koeln Waterfall to discuss 
something. Ovan unexpectedly arrives before Shino. Shino had just 
met with Tabby for the first time, and Ovan somehow senses 
Haseo's arrival into The World. And so begins the revival of the 
Twilight Brigade. IYOTEN and Asta decide to have some fun with 
this newbie Haseo and "help" start The World.  



.hack//Roots 

Beginning of R:2 
(„The World‟ 
revision 2) 

Beginning of Aura 
just being gone 

Details the adventures 
of Haseo & the 
Twilight Brigade 

Who are looking for the 
“Key of Twilight” 

Also, Tri-edge 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//CELL 

Available in US 

Series of light novels 
between the anime & 
game of GU 

Features Midori the 
Edge Punisher who 
roleplays a 
“professional victim” 

Encounters Haseo 
pre-GU events 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//Alcor 

Not in US 
Manga 
Focuses on Nanase, a 
female Twin Blade 
who falls in love 
with Silabus 
Takes place during 
the days when 
Alkaid was a 
champion in the 
arena 

Nanase‟s classmates w/ 
Alkaid (Chika) IRL 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//GU 

Rebirth 

Reminisce 

Redemption  



G.U. Con‟t 

What does GU mean? 
What doesn‟t it mean ~.~ 

Multiple meanings, any of which could be true 

“Officially” it means Grow Up 

Also could means… 
Graceless Unison (「神」に見離された調和)  

Geek's Utopia (ハッカーたちの楽園)  

Guilty Universe (罪深い世界)  

Genesis of Ultima (究極の創世記)  

Guardian Ubiquitos (偏在を守護するもの)  

Gateway to Utopia (理想郷への門)  

Gathering of the Unwilling (不本意な収集物)  

Genetics of the Unknown (それは未知数の遺伝学)  

Genocide of the Unfaithful (不誠実の集団虐殺)  

Generation of Unity (美しき統一の世代)  

Guide to an Uprising (動乱への導き手)  

Gate of Uroboros (無限の扉)  



Meanings Con‟t 

Meanings in prototype (meanings only seen in prototype 
trailer)… 

Gale from Urd (運命と創造)  

Gauche Unison (不器用な調和)  

Guardian of Ubiquity (偏在を守護するモノ)  

Generation of Ubiquity  

Goat of Unconcern  

Greater Unction  

Generation of Unanimous  

Gather Up  

 



Classes 

Adept Rogue 

Jack of all trades 

Can pick & choose 3 classes 

Weakest of all the classes 

Blade Brandier 

Regular blades 

Macabre Dancer 

Fans!  

Edge Punisher 

Heavy blades 

Flick Reaper 

Scythes  

Harvest Cleric 

Healers  

Lord Partizan 

Drill of POWA! 

Shadow Warlock 

Offensive magicks 

Steam Gunner 

Steampunk gunblade 

Tribal Grappler 

Boxers  

Twin Blade 

Ninjas/thieves 

Dual Gunner 

Haseo‟s Xth class form 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



Epitaph User Avatars 

 



Avatars Con‟t 

 



Real-Life Counterparts 
(Primarialy Epitaph Users) 

 

Tomonari 
Kasumi (24) 

Riyou 
Misaki 
(17) Reiko Saeki (24, 

GU & Roots; 31/32 
in Quantum) 

Toru Uike 
(10) 



Characters IRL Con‟t 

 

Chika 
Kuramoto 
(16) 

Nina 
Kircheis (14) 

Shino Nanao 
(20) 

Chigusa 
Kusaka(16) 



Characters IRL Con‟t 

 Kaoru 
Ichinose 
(20) 



Characters IRL Con‟t 

No images for 

Ovan 

Saku(bo) 

Yata 

Antares 

However… 

Yuasa 
(15/16) 

Nanase, 
.hack//Alcor 



*.hack//G.U. Trilogy 

Available in US 

OVA of game 

Cuts out a lot of 
characters 

Hope you like 
Atoli… 

Freakin‟ Bst form 
Haseo >.< 



Bst Form 

 



My BG For My “Desktop” 

 



.hack//GU+ 

Available in US 
Manga of the game 
He never loses his levels 
after the encounter with 
„Tri-Edge‟ & gains 
additional jobs 
Lost Ones are inside 
Raven 
Haseo winds up dating 
Atoli due to Shino dating 
him b/c she allowed 
herself to be PKed by 
Ovan b/c she was in 
love with him 

(O.o) 



.hack//G.U. novels 

Available in US 

Novels of game, but as 
always, there are 
differences 

Avatars manifest as 
weapons (think the 
Lost Weapons) instead 
of the awesomeness in 
the games 

Aina is Ovan‟s 
(Masatou Indo‟s) 
daughter vs. his little 
sister 



.hack//GnU 
Not in US 
Pronounced “Gu Nyuu” 
Published in the .hack//G.U.: 
The World magazine 
Hasn‟t come out in manga 
form yet 
Features new characters of the 
Moon Tree Guild & other 
familiar faces 
Happens during the events of 
.hack//GU 
Mainly follows the adventures 
of Raid, a n00b Edge Punisher, 
& his time with the guild 
Moon tree after being PKed 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//GU Returner 

Post .hack//GU 
games 

A reunion like 
OVA for the GU 
characters 



*End of The World 

Can view it with the 
first game disc via a 
computer with a 
DVD-ROM drive 

Also need the save 
files of Redemption 

Diary by Jun 
Bansyoya that 
consists of 12 
chapters that were 
recorded in private  



EoW Con‟t 

“It begins by telling the story of the first four games, and then 
goes on to explain the disappearance of Aura, the R.A. Plan, 
and Project G.U. It ends before the game begins with a private 
message to his sister, Reiko.” ~dothack.wikia.com 

„Terminal Disk‟ that comes with the first .hack/GU game 

Goes over the events of the first 4 games from the perspective of 
a CC Corp person, & explains the true purpose of The World 

To give birth to Aura 

(& make craploads of $$$ >.>) 

 



4Koma manga series 

Available in 
America >.< 

1 volume 

Like name implies, 
follows traditional 
yonkoma format (4 
vertical panels) for 
comics 

All non-canon, all 
extremely funny 



.hack//Quantum (OVA) 
Available in US 
OVA follows Sakuya & her 2 
compadres as they adventure 
in „The World‟ with 
remarkably familiar 
genderbends of other iconic 
.hack characters (with the 
exception of Tobias) 

& data drains, data bugs, & ppl. 
trapped in the game Jumanji 
style as usual 

Features Reiko Saeki 
(Shamrock) in a prominent 
role 

Pi‟s player 

The World FORCE: ERA is the 
newest version of TW the 
OVA takes place in 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



.hack//LINK 

 



About 

PSP game & manga series 

Unfortunately, no export for you (for the game) X/ 

Up to Tokio (who looks like he was taken right out Digimon >..) 
to save The World after being transported to the game (literally 
O.O) by a mysterious transfer student, Saika Amagi (Jyotaro‟s 
cousin/adoptive brother), & witnessing the Twilight Knights & 
Kite get frozen by Fluegel of Schicksal 

Can recruit characters from all across the .hack series 

Will see characters from all across the series 

Espcially the minor ones 

More or less time traveling via the Akashic Records 

Pretty much last game in the series, but not the last thing on the 
timeline 



Character-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



Then There‟s This 

“Queen of Demise” 



& This… 

 



.hack//LINK: Twilight Knights 

Manga 

Available in US 

Title changed to 
.hack//LINK in 
America 



.hack//Bullet (web novel) 

Takes place 3 years 
after Link 
Jyotaro is alive & 
kicking 

Resides in what may be 
a psychiatric facility 

3 yrs. post Link 
Plot: as a part of his 
job, Ryuuji Sogabe 
pays a visit to Jyotaro 
Amagi… 

Focuses on Ryuuji 
Sogabe‟s life & work with 
The World related matters 
post leaving CC Corp. 



*.hack//ChupChopCase (not in 
America) 

Originally mentioned 
at the end of 
.hack//XXXX & in the 
2009 Tokyo Game 
Show in the credits of 
the .hack//Link trailer 

Playable episode for 
.hack//Link 

Goes over what 
happened to Piros & 
Elk post Mia‟s death & 
shows Piros‟ 2nd 
character 

(No image available) 



.hack//Beyond the World: 
SORA (the movie) 

Basically, genderbent 
Kite/(Sora) & expies of 
Bear/Orca & Balmung 
doing the plot of the 1st 4 
games 
More n00b versions of 
older more iconic .hack 
characters 
Includes the game 
.hack//Versus in the 
Blu-Ray version 
Let‟s face it, probably 
won‟t get this 

Surprised we got 
Quantum 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



More Pics 

.hack//Beyond the World: THE WORLD Edition 

Includes 

 .hack//Beyond the World 

The game, .hack//VERSUS  (PS3) 

Reversible DVD cover theater program 

25 jacket-sized posters 

48-page full color storyboard 

Production art booklet 

.hack//Extension Disc DVD 

Special cover box. 



*Thantos Report 
20 minute OVA 
On the Beyond the World + 
Versus disc 

Unlocked after beating the game 

Takes place entirely IRL 
Wiki: “The main character is 
NAB agent David Steinberg. 
He, along with his partner 
Eleanor, are investigating 
"mama". Reiko Saeki and 
Ryuuji Sogabe also make 
appearances.” 

David & Elanor are out to take 
down the organization known as 
“mama” 

Why are mothers so evil for this 
universe?? 

(no image) 



Thanatos Con‟t 

Report also worked on by Ryuuji Sogabe 

Link‟s initial villain, Flugel (leader of Schicksal) 



Characters-Names 

 



Characters-Pics 

 



**.hack//VERSUS 

.hack//Vs., as 
implied, is a .hack 
fighting game for 
PS3 

Occurs 1 yr. after 
events in movie 

 



Gameplay 

 



Con‟t 

 



Con‟t 

 



Playable Characters 

Kite 

BlackRose 

Tsukasa 

Haseo 

Skeith (Supporting) 

Ovan 

Corbenik (Supporting 

Sakuya 

Hermit (Supporting) 

9/Unknown 

Sora 

Balder (Supporting) 

Gondo (Supporting) 

9 a.k.a. Tokio 



.hack//The Other Side of the 
World (end) 

Fully animated 
movie that would 
end the .hack series 

The Twilight is 
coming??????! 

More focus on 
“mama”group 

(No image) 



Other Things 



.hack//LIVE 

In celebration of .hack//Link‟s release 

Taken from dothackers.net: 

“In celebration of .hack//Link's PSP release (and... yes the conclusion 
of the .hack video game series), CyberConnect2 will be hosting a live 
music event of past and current composers consisting of the entire 
.hack series! The ".hack//LiVE Extravaganza Drama" will take place 
on May 9th, 2010 in Japan. The list of .hack star studded guests include:  
FictionJunction YUUKA 
FictionJunction 
Yuki Kajiura 
YUUKA 
KAORI 
KEIKO 
WAKANA 
YURIKO KAIDA 
Voice actors from .hack//Link, .hack//G.U. and Tsukasa from 
.hack//SIGN will all be in attendance. More information and 
clarification when we post a clearer translation!” 



*Guilty Dragon: The Sin 
Dragon and the Eight Curses 

iPhone & Andorid game only in Japan 

Part of the .hack Conglomerate production label 

Action RPG 

Free single-player RPG 



Last Thoughts 



Final Thoughts 

Backstory of The World is of the gods vs. humans, humans 
won variety 

GU features gods inactive, dead, or apathetic 
Almost like a godless age of sorts for The World, especially in GU 

Major themes 
Computers/A.I. & humans can coexist 

Seemingly forgotten Aesop 
I mean, in Link the AI goddess is basically trying to kill everyone X/ 

Special scenario, but still 

Speculating: Humans getting along w/o some sort of higher power 
(kami-sama)/not depending on a higher power  

Can also swap out higher power for technology 

Speculation 2: Moms are evil, AI systems based off motherly 
personas are even more evil 

Speculation 3: Like with Lain, “we‟re all connected” via technology 
& if that technology were to crash… 



Con‟t 

Hey…where‟s the inevitable MMORPG you have to be making 
for the series??? 

You‟re going to do it right? 

…right? 

…Herro..? 



Contact, Advice, Handouts, Etc. 

Feel free to e-mail me for advice, tips, tricks, etc. on panels 
(submission, presentation skills, getting started, etc.) 

 

Help yourself to my business cards & handouts with appropriate links  

Includes link to my blog, my e-mail address, & list of resources 

 

Use submission form on my blog for any questions, suggestions, 
comments, etc. for this panel 

Link on handout 

 

Please e-mail me any vids &/or pics of this panel  

 

Most importantly, thank you for showing up & I greatly appreciate 
your attendance & any feedback you have for this panel ^.^ 



My Other Panels 

BlazBlue: Info. & Other Time-Paradox Buffoonery -Friday 1am, 
Workshop Salon B 

 

Tales of...Everything – Saturday 6:30pm, Panel 2 

 

Co-paneling with C.H. for 'The Basics of Deco-den' - Sunday 
9am, Workshop room 

 

The Sengoku Era is Alive With the Sound of Anime – Sunday 
11:00am, Multi-Purpose Room 



Thanks For Coming!!! 


